Acoustic ink printhead with apertured member and flowing ink.

An acoustic ink printhead employing a flowing stream of ink past the ejectors to maintain a fresh ink supply at the ejector sites. An apertured plate-like member aligned with the ejector sites suppresses sideways droplet ejection components. A secondary pressure field using acoustic pulses or a pulsed heater provides dynamic liquid level control in addition to controlled switching of the ink droplets.

FIG. 2
This invention relates to acoustic ink printing (AIP), and in particular to a novel construction for maintaining a fresh ink supply and for controlling switching of the AIP printheads between their ON and their OFF modes.

AIP print elements operate by providing radiation pressure from a focused acoustic wave to eject droplets from a free liquid surface. A transducer typically supplies a single burst or pulse of acoustic energy which is focused at the free liquid surface and when of sufficient strength raises a mound on the liquid surface from which a single droplet is expelled which will deposit on print media overlapping the free liquid surface. Printheads can be made of an array of such AIP print elements, each with its own transducer but operating with a common supply or pool of ink. For further details on constructions and the mechanisms involved, reference is made to commonly assigned US-A-4,718,480; US-A-4,751,530; US-A-4,801,953; and J. Appl. Phys. 55,3441 (1989).

A problem that has arisen in connection with such AIP devices is that the elevation of the ink liquid surface varies during use. Performance of the device may be detrimentally affected when the liquid surface moves in and out of the focal plane of the acoustic wave from the transducer.

US-A-5,028,937 describes an AIP with an ink pool covered with a perforated membrane, with bias pressure applied to the ink so that the ink menisci essentially remain within the focal plane of the acoustic beam.

Another of the problems encountered on occasion with these types of printheads using an ink pool is the accumulation in the pool of dirt and debris from the ejector or the moving media above it.

The previously-referenced US-A-4,801,953 describes one approach to provide a continuous supply of fresh ink at the ejector sites. This approach features transporting an apertured belt over the ejectors, with each aperture supplied with fresh ink to avoid the debris accumulation problem.

Reference is also made to EP-A-000,000, corresponding to US application Serial No. 07/634,248, filed 26 December 1990, in which we disclose constructions and the mechanisms involved, and reference is made to commonly assigned US-A-5,028,937.

A feature of the present invention is to supply a fresh supply of ink at the ejector sites and to mitigate the effect of contamination of the ink pool.

A further object of the invention is to provide a fresh supply of ink at the ejector site or sites and to provide an additional means for controlling droplet ejection from the fresh supply of ink.

Another object of the invention is an acoustic ink printhead providing dynamic control of the liquid level at the ejector sites together with maintaining a fresh supply of ink at such sites.

The present invention provides an acoustic ink printer according to claim 1 of the appended claims.

A feature of the present invention is to supply a horizontal component to the ink supply over the ejector sites but without requiring a moving belt. In accordance with this feature, a pressure differential is provided to supply a force with a horizontal component which moves the ink horizontally across the ejector site or sites.

In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, located above the ejector sites is a fixed apertured member, with the ink droplets being ejected through the apertures. This offers the advantage of better control over the ejection direction because the system is designed so that the ink surface from which ejection occurs lies within the aperture or apertures, and thus the aperture sidewalls suppress the horizontal component of velocity of the flowing ink.

Preferably, the printer includes means for flowing the ink in a continuous stream past the said aperture.

Preferably, the printer further comprising means coupled to the ink for generating a secondary pressure field.

Preferably, the ink flowing means comprises an inlet at a pressure P1 and an outlet at a pressure P2, where P1 > P2.

Preferably, the inlet has a first portion that is laterally spaced from one side aperture, and the outlet has a first portion that is laterally spaced from the other side of the said aperture.

Preferably, the inlet has a second portion transverse to the ink stream flow and connected to the inlet first portion.

Preferably, the outlet has a second portion transverse to the ink stream flow and connected to the outlet first portion.

The means for generating a secondary pressure field may comprise a piezo pulse driver with matching stub or heating element, and a pulse terminator.

Preferably, fixed member comprises a member having a generally planar portion whose surface contacts the pool surface.

The fixed member may have at least one row of apertures, or at least two apertures arranged in a row in series along the ink stream flow. The fixed member may have at least two adjacent rows of at least two apertures each arranged in parallel along the ink stream flow.
As still a further feature, a secondary pressure is provided which is used as a control mechanism for switching the ejector between its ON and OFF modes by dynamically controlling the free ink surface level in the aperture relative to the focal plane of the transducer. We have thus taken advantage of this shifting liquid ink surface level, which would normally be considered a disadvantage, and provided means for deliberately varying the liquid surface level as a way of controlling droplet ejection by the print element. In accordance with this aspect of the invention, we provide a construction for controlling the liquid level of the flowing ink above the transducer by means of a secondary pressure field. Preferably, the secondary pressure field is generated by acoustic or thermal means.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, an apertured member is mounted over the free surface of the liquid such that the liquid surface lies within an aperture to form an ejector site. The liquid is caused to flow. The aperture side walls suppress any horizontal component of velocity of the ink so that droplets are ejected substantially orthogonally to the ink surface. Preferably, the ink is caused to flow continuously past the apertures so that the ink surface from which ejection occurs can be maintained fresh and non-contaminated. We have found that the liquid level assumed by the ink in the aperture is determined by the ink pressures upstream and downstream of the aperture. We also know that droplet ejection does not occur unless the acoustic pressure at the surface exceeds a threshold value, which means that the liquid level for droplet ejection to occur, i.e., for the print element to be ON, must lie within a small range of distances from the focal plane of the transducer. Outside of that range, the print element will not eject droplets and remains OFF. It should be recalled that with such printheads involving a focused acoustic beam where the narrow waist coincides with the focal plane, the highest acoustic pressure will occur at the focal plane. By means of the secondary pressure field which provides a pressure pulse at the aperture, we can also selectively move the liquid level in and out of that narrow range and thus selectively switch the print element between its ON and OFF modes. In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the droplet ejection control can be used separately or together with the transducer as a way of controlling individual print elements, especially in an array configuration to form a printhead.

The present invention will be better understood from the detailed description given herein below in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, which give by way of illustration only and not by limitation, preferred embodiments in accordance with the present invention.
the liquid will assume a certain level within the fitting is provided between the inlet and outlet, without the focal plane of the acoustic lens. This provides additional control mechanism for switching AIP printheads between their ON and OFF modes.

The principle is illustrated in Fig. 1, which depicts an inlet conduit supplying a liquid at a pressure P1 to an outlet 2 at a pressure P2. If a T-fitting is provided between the inlet and outlet, the liquid will assume a certain level within the open end of the fitting. By varying the ratio of P1/P2 it can readily be demonstrated that an increased ratio causes the liquid level 6 to rise, and a decreased ratio causes the liquid level 6 to fall.

Fig. 2 illustrates one AIP embodiment in accordance with the invention employing the principle illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows a printhead 10 including a substrate 11 of acoustically transmissive material provided with a recess 12 forming an acoustic lens. A known transducer 13 is connected to a known controller 15 for supplying a modulated RF voltage capable of establishing, as is known, focussed acoustic radiation 16, which comes to a focus at a focal plane 17 having a certain depth of focus. An apertured member 20, showing one aperture 21, is mounted over the substrate 11. A supply of liquid ink 22 is provided between the aperture 21 and the apertured member 20. The latter form a horizontal channel 24 filled with the ink 22, so that the ink contacts the upper side of the substrate 11 as well as the lower side of the apertured member 20.

The member 20 can be any kind of a plate or wall member of a minimum thickness. It can be of the same or similar material and thickness as the perforated belt or web described in US-A-4,801,953, or the same or similar to the perforated membrane described in US-A-5,028,937 and copending application, Serial No. 07/634,248. Generally, the aperture 21 will have a height exceeding its diameter so that sufficient depth is available to move the liquid surface up and down within the aperture.

An inlet 26 for the ink 22 is shown at the left, and an outlet 27 for the ink is shown at the right. We provide a pressure P1 at the inlet side and a pressure P2 at the outlet side by conventional means not shown, where P1 > P2. Under these circumstances, the ink 22 will flow horizontally through the channel 24 and across the electronics and the ink will rise in the open channel or aperture 21 to a level 30 determined by the P1/P2 ratio. Media, such as paper 28, can be caused to pass over the printhead 10. When the transducer 13 is pulsed, if the ink level 30 is within the depth of focus of the focal plane 17 of the acoustic lens, an ink droplet 31 will be ejected upward to deposit on the media 28. If the ink level 30 happens to be outside the depth of focus of the focal plane 17, no ink droplet will be ejected. Thus, printing control can be exercised not only by the controller 15 driving the transducer 13, but also by the means establishing the P1/P2 ratio.

The remaining figures in the drawing illustrate constructions to implement the pressure differential or ratio establishing means together with other droplet ejection control means. In all cases, the same reference numerals have been used to designate similar elements.

Fig. 3 illustrates an AIP for the single lens case. Ink 20 from inlet 26 at pressure P1 is flowed through the channel 24 to outlet 27 at pressure P2. These pressures are established by known means not shown. In addition, a known piezoelectric driver 35 with matching stub 36 at the left side is mounted over a second perforated plate 37. A terminator 38 for a pressure pulse to avoid reflections is mounted at the right side of the lens. The terminator is of a well-known type as described in US-A-4,746,929 entitled "Travelling Wave Droplet Generator For An Ink Jet Printer". The addition of the two additional ports for receiving the piezo driver 35 and terminator 38 will enable, when the driver is pulsed, to induce a short pressure pulse which will traverse the channel 22 and terminate at the terminator 38. Assuming the pressure ratio P1/P2 was such as to establish the liquid level in the open channel at level "1", the pressure pulse will raise the level from level "1" to level "2". If the acoustic lens is adjusted such that the focal plane is located as shown between levels "1" and "2", then a droplet will be ejected at the time that the level 30 of the liquid passes through the focal plane. By properly timing the RF pulses to the input transducer 13, which is easily done, we can use the pressure pulse from the driver 35 to switch the lens.
between its OFF and ON states. An advantage is that switching is not needed at the acoustic transducer 13, and the controller 15 can be connected as shown to driver 35. In small transducers, the impedance is very high and thus proper matching may be difficult. Without the necessity of switching at the transducer 13, we can easily connect several transducers 13 in parallel and thereby reduce the impedance level.

Fig. 4 depicts a single lens system similar to that of Fig. 3 wherein the secondary pressure pulse is supplied in the form of a thermal pulse by a known heating element also located above the flowing ink stream 22. The heating element, designated 40, is the same or similar to that used in a known thermal ink jet, and when pulsed induces a thermal pulse into the liquid path. This in turn induces a pressure pulse which, as in the Fig. 3 embodiment, will serve to raise the liquid level 31 and switch ON the ejection of drops.

Fig. 5 shows a further modification of the single lens device wherein the ink 22 flow in the channel 24 is horizontal under the member 20, but is supplied from below in a vertical right-angle direction from inlet 26 and similarly flows out via outlet 27. This provides a single channel 24 over the lens surface, and allows the piezo driver/stub 35, 36 to be located at one end of the channel 24 and the terminator 38 to be located at the opposite end.

Fig. 6 shows the same system as in Fig. 5 but with the piezo driver replaced by a heating element similar to that shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 illustrates how the system is readily implemented into a lens array. In this case, we chose to illustrate the lens array with multiple staggered rows, two of which are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c), but it will be appreciated that one row or three rows or more than three rows are within the scope of this invention.

One column 49 of two members of the double row is illustrated in an end view in Fig. 7(b) with two lens systems 50, 51. A common column inlet 54 and column outlet 55 for the common channel 56 supplies and removes the stream of ink flowed over the two lenses 50, 51. A common piezo driver 58 and terminator 59 are also in the channel 56.

The top view in Fig. 7(c) shows the location of adjacent columns of double row ejectors, showing the staggered arrangement. Adjacent columns use the same reference numerals to designate corresponding parts with primes and double-primes added. Fig. 7(a) is a partial side view of the same arrangement taken from one end as shown in Fig. 7(c). In this arrangement, since each row can have a different timing for the RF pulses supplied to the transducers 52, 53, the rows can be addressed separately by choosing the timing of the pressure pulse to the piezo drivers 58, 58', 58".

Fig. 8 illustrates an AIP that can also be used in the Fig. 7 array with heating elements 40 substituted for the piezo drivers 58. The heating elements 40 can be located on the substrate 11 at the inlet channel 24.

Fig. 9 illustrates a modification of Fig. 8 in the array configuration where a heating element 40' is placed separate from the substrate 11 and the overlay member 20 can be shaped appropriately to fit this arrangement of components.

The components establishing the pressures P1 and P2 at the channel inlet and outlet, respectively, have not been shown as they employ conventional fluid control and regulating members readily available as off-the-shelf components from plumbing supply houses. They are merely shown in block schematic form in Fig. 6 labelled as pressure control elements 70, 71. Conventional filter means, also not shown, can also be incorporated to clean the circulating ink. Those skilled in the art will have no difficulty selecting and using such components.

An example of a suitable pressure ratio, which is not meant to be limiting, now follows. Assuming that the overlay member thickness is about 0.3 mm, and the liquid level "1" is to be located about 0.3 mm above the bottom surface of the member 20, the pressure differential (P1-P2) should be in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 mbars, and the ink flow stream velocity over the ejector would be in the range of about 1 to 10 ml/sec. These values are not critical.

While the invention has been described and illustrated in connection with preferred embodiments, many variations and modifications as will be evident to those skilled in this art may be made therein without departing from the scope of the invention, and the invention as set forth in the appended claims is thus not to be limited to the precise details of construction set forth above as such variations and modifications are intended to be included within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An acoustic ink printer comprising:
   (a) a pool of liquid ink having a surface,
   (b) an apertured member having at least one aperture extending over the ink pool such that a portion of the ink surface that is free lies substantially inside the said aperture,
   (c) means for focussing acoustic radiation at the free ink surface within said aperture whereby when the ink surface lies within the focal plane of the acoustic radiation, individual droplets of ink will be ejected from the free ink surface inside the aperture.
2. A printer according to claim 1, further comprising:
   means for maintaining a fresh supply of ink inside the said aperture.

3. A printer according to claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising:
   means for varying the pressure in the ink pool for varying the position of the ink surface within the aperture.

4. A printer according to claim 1, 2 or 3, further comprising:
   means for establishing a lateral pressure differential in the ink pool for causing the ink to flow past the aperture.

5. The acoustic ink printer of claim 4, wherein the pressure differential is such as to cause the ink to assume a determined level within the aperture.

6. The acoustic ink printer according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the apertured member is fixed.

7. The acoustic ink printer according to any of the preceding claims, further comprises means for selectively varying the pressure differential to vary the level of the free ink surface inside the aperture to selective move the free ink surface in and out of the focal plane of the acoustic radiation.

8. The acoustic ink printer of claim 4, further comprising an inlet for ink at a pressure $P_1$ on one side of said aperture and an outlet for ink at a pressure $P_2$ on the opposite side of said aperture, means for controlling the inlet pressure $P_1$ for establishing the pressure differential.

9. The acoustic ink printer of claim 4, further comprising an inlet for ink at a pressure $P_1$ on one side of said aperture and an outlet for ink at a pressure $P_2$ on the opposite side of said aperture, means for controlling the outlet pressure $P_2$ for establishing the pressure differential.

10. An acoustic printhead for ejecting droplets of ink in response to acoustic or heat pulses, comprising:
    (a) a pool of ink having a free surface,
    (b) an apertured member overlying the ink free surface,
    (c) means for maintaining a continuous flow of ink across the apertures,
    (d) means for generating a focused acoustic wave at the free ink surface to cause the selective ejection of ink droplets from the apertures when the free ink surface lies within the focal plane of the acoustic wave,
    (e) means for applying a secondary pressure field to the ink pool for selectively moving the free ink surface level in and out of the focal plane.